
Year 5 Class Blog   

Spring term in Year 5 so far has been packed full of exciting lessons and our curriculum 
has been jam packed full of interesting things! We have had a busy but brilliant half term 
and we can’t wait to show you some of the work we have completed in class.   

 

During our English lessons we have been studying the book, ‘Hound of the Baskervilles’ ’ by 
Arthur Conan Doyle which is a graphic novel from Powell and Ferran.  We have looked at this 
fictional narrative with it’s impressive cartoon style of story telling and have produced a 
cliffhanger narrative and a formal report based on the mystery at the Baskerville Mansion. 
We have explored lots of new vocabulary and incorporated this into our writing.  

In Maths we have studied area and perimeter as well as revisiting multiplication and division. 
We have enjoyed measuring perimeters and calculating the areas of compound and irregular 
shapes and recapping how we multiply 3 digit numbers by 1 number.   



 

In Science we have studied All Living Things this half term. We have looked into plants, 
humans and reproduction and discussed how living things survive. We have studied im-
portant scientists like Jane Goodall and discussed how her discoveries shape the way we 
think today.  

 

This half term in Art we have been exploring the Pop Art Movement and exploring the work 
of different pop artists like, Andy Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein as well as their influences. 
We have learned about popular culture in the 50’s and 60’s and compared it to our life to-
day. We created two final pieces, one based on Andy Warhol’s repeating pattern and the 
second on Roy Lichtenstein’s comic style art.  



In French we have been learning about different foods, how to pronounce them and how to 
state our preferences.   

  

In History we have been learning about the Tudors and their terrible reign. We have stud-
ied Henry VIII and his wives and children. We spent a lot of time studying the Elizabethan 
era and how influential Queen Elizabeth I was on England at the time. We have studied the 
conflict with other countries in Europe and found out all about the Spanish Armada. We 
looked at how theatres were important at the time and how William Shakespeare became 
one of the biggest playwrights in history.  

 


